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Abstract—The fuzzy composition of objects depicted in images
acquired through MR imaging or the use of bio-scanners has often
been a point of controversy for field experts attempting to effectively
delineate between the visualized objects. Modern approaches in
medical image segmentation tend to consider fuzziness as a
characteristic and inherent feature of the depicted object, instead of
an undesirable trait. In this paper, a novel technique for efficient
image retrieval in the context of images in which segmented objects
are either crisp or fuzzily bounded is presented. Moreover, the
proposed method is applied in the case of multiple, even conflicting,
segmentations from field experts. Experimental results demonstrate
the efficiency of the suggested method in retrieving similar objects
from the aforementioned categories while taking into account the
fuzzy nature of the depicted data.

object depicted, thus providing similarity measures that are
based on both boundary and interior [5]. Further flexibility on
measuring boundary similarity is provided by approaches that
operate on the contour of the object, like chain code
representations [10] or complex zernike moments [11] which
also provide scale and translation invariance. In this paper a
similar technique that simultaneously draws from both shape
and the graded composition of the fuzzy object is employed,
based on the traditional Motion Descriptors presented in [12].

Keywords—Fuzzy Object, Fuzzy Image Segmentation, Motion
Descriptors, MRI Imaging, Object-Based Image Retrieval.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EDICAL images obtained through Magnetic Resonance
(MR) are often difficult to interpret, due to a number of
factors like background noise, blurring, poor operator
performance or the lack of homogeneity between the materials
depicted in the image. Approaches in image segmentation
attempt to capture and retain the inherent fuzziness of such
images within the context of segmentation [1], utilizing the
mathematical framework provided by the theory of fuzzy sets.
Objects extracted through the use of the aforementioned
methodologies, referred to as "Fuzzy Objects", provide the
basis for a new framework of object-based image retrieval that
is respectful of their graded composition. Different algorithms
implementing such methods tend to either output the object as
a graded composition consisting of gray-scale values, or as
binary (hard) segmentations [1]-[4], as shown in Fig. 1.
Traditional content-based image retrieval approaches tend
to either treat the object depicted as a whole image, operating
on features and properties in order to acquire a descriptor, or
focus on some of the more or less apparent features of a
segmented object or region, like shape, color composition, or
texture [5]. More sophisticated approaches include density
histograms [6]-[7], color instances [8], correlograms [9], the
use of feature points or the construction of specific vectors
that contain information from both color and shape of the
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Fig. 1 (a) a CT slice of a human knee: each internal structure is
considered as an object for segmentation (b) Fuzzy Segmentation
depicting pixel degrees of membership within each fuzzy object (c)
one binary (hard) segmentation of the same objects (d) multiple
binary (hard) manual segmentations of the same object (e) the fuzzy
object resulting from combining the manual segmentations shown in
(d)

Motion Descriptors presented in [12] are invariant to
translations, rotations, scale and reflections of the object under
consideration. Furthermore, they have often been used
successfully in object color recognition and color image
classification. Even more interestingly, H. Fonga [13]
extended the notion to that of Similarity Descriptors, applying
them to grey level images. The author further elaborated on
the notion of stability, suggesting that small distortions in the
space of objects only result in small distortions in their
invariant features, therefore providing a credible measure of
similarity between objects.
In this paper, a novel object-based image retrieval
framework addressing the issue of efficient retrieval of images
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coontaining fuzzzy objects is proposed. Giveen a query imaage and
a number of auutomatic or maanually createed segmentatioons, the
fraamework scaans the pre-exxisting databaase of segmenntations
crreated offline and retrievess the most reelevant to thee query,
w
whether
binaryy or fuzzy in nature,
n
as shoown in Fig. 2. Based
onn the distancee function caalculated usinng the correspponding
M
Motion
Descriiptors, similarrities in conttour, interior or the
grradation of intensity
i
valuues are usedd as a criterrion of
m
matching
betweeen images. The
T most simiilar matches are
a then
foound and reporrted back to thhe user.
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isolationn of object

Seggmented

preesented in [112], specificallly the "Specctral Densitiess"-type
invvariants. Let be a square summable fuunction on thee plane,
annd the Fourier Transform being given by:
b

By | wee denote the sscalar product in . For further
appplication, it iss more convennient to exploore the naturee of the
daata in terms off polar coordinnates: if , are the coorddinates
off point ξ, wee shall againn denote by
,
the Fourier
F
Trransform of at the point , . A mappiing from
i
into
is defined by:
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F 2 Framewoork of proposed image retrieval system for rettrieving
Fig.
fuzzy objects accordiing to their segm
mentation(s)

Motion Desscriptors havee been used in the past in the
coontext of objeect recognitionn and image retrieval
r
of grrayscale
im
mages, providiing a measuree of similarityy that is both objectorriented and hiighly robust tto small distortions in pixeel space
annd color gradaation [12], [13]. The mainn contribution of this
w
work
is thereforre the introduction of a fram
mework that operates
o
onn images on an object-baased level, providing
p
a credible
c
m
measure
of similarity
s
thaat considers binary and fuzzy
seegmentations alike.
a
The rest of this
t paper is organized
o
as follows:
f
in Section II
baackground knowledge
k
a
about
Motioon Descriptors is
inntroduced, along with thhe pre-proceessing requirred for
efffective appliccation of the various distannce measures on the
seeries obtained. Section III describes
d
the retrieval
r
technnique in
deepth. Experim
mental results validating thee technique are
a then
prresented in Seection IV, andd conclusions are given in Section
V
V.

L
and bee square summ
mable functionns. The
Properties: Let
folllowing propeerties are validd:
1) If M is a motion
m
such tthat
for an
ny in
D
,
, then D
.
2) If there exists a reflectioon such thatt
for
any in in , then D
D
,
.
The above properties
p
shoow that Motiion Descriptoors are
invvariant under motions and rreflections of objects.
work is on a specific fam
mily of
The main foocus of this w
Mootion Descripptors; the fam
mily of Mottion Descripttors of
Orrder α. Let be an objectt,
the Fourrier Transform
m of ,
annd
1. Let us define the mapping from
f
into by:
D

|

,

|

is the Motionn Descriptor ((MD) of orderr α of .
Reference [133] suggests thhat for any positive numberr , the
MD
D of order
of
is staable. Stabilityy is a propertty that
denotes that sim
milar objects have similarr invariant feeatures,
wiithout having to be identiccal or distorteed versions of
o each
othher.

II. BA
ACKGROUND
Motion Deescriptors inttroduced in [12] havee been
suuccessfully ussed in the paast in order too perform color and
innvariant objecct recognitionn tasks in im
mages. The feature
veector for the Motion Descrriptor obtaineed for each obbject is
unnique and cann be used forr shape recognnition and sim
milarity
m
measurements.
H. Fonga extended
e
thee notion of Motion
Descriptors, defining Similarity Descriiptors and appplying
thhem to grey levvel images [133].
The main foocus is on a version
v
of Motion
M
Descripptors as
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mples of Feature Vectors extraccted using Motioon
Fig. 3 Exam
Descriptors of 5th
D
5 order from a mixture of bin
nary, fuzzy on border
b
and textured fuuzzy segmentattions

Feature Vectoors extracted by the use off Motion Desccriptors
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ussually exhibitt trends over the radius off integration used
u
in
caalculating them
m, as shown in Fig. 3. Wh
hether corresp
ponding
to
o either low orr high spatial frequencies
f
ussed in the calcculation
off the descripto
or over the 2-D Spectrum, the trends can
n either
co
oncern global visual featurees, such as shaape or orientaation, or
lo
ocal information such as thhe fine detailss, abrupt chan
nges in
in
ntensity and the gradationn of elemen
nts over the object
bo
oundaries. Membership grrades over th
he Fuzzy Objject are
ussed, in our casse, as intensityy values.

,

,

,
The minimum
m distance min
calculated beetween
quuery vector and feature vector
corrresponds to th
he most
sim
milar image in database too query objectt . Fig. 4 sho
ows the
ressults of a retrieval process.
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III. PROPOSED FRAMEWO
ORK
The proposeed frameworkk presented in
n Fig. 2 for contentc
baased image retrieval requiires the storaage of two kinds
k
of
in
nformation forr each image iin the databasee: segmentatio
on(s) of
th
he image, eith
her manual or
o automaticaally generated
d by a
seegmentation algorithm, and
d the correspon
nding Feature Vector
geenerated by th
he Motion Deescriptor of th
he segmented object.
Th
herefore, two
o representatiions of a seegmented object are
stored in the daatabase; a bin
nary image deepicting the ob
bject in
bllack backgrou
und, and a vector representing the Motion
Descriptor. Th
he retrieval of similarr segmentatio
ons is
peerformed bassed on simillarity measurres between feature
veectors.
Let N be thee total numbeer of images in the databaase. For
eaach image of size x piixels, a featurre vector
off length
,
,
is stored co
ontaining the calculated Motion
Descriptor.
nting the retrieval
r
Three distiinct schemes implemen
M
prrocedure aree presented. The first, Difference Matrix,
caalculates the Euclidean
E
Disstance between
n a query vecctor and
alll vectors in database,
d
find
ding the one(ss) with the miinimum
diistance. The second,
s
Low Frequency-M
Matching, prov
vides a
m
more
cost-effecctive version of the Differeence Matrix scheme,
s
on
nly operating on a few elem
ments of each vector instead
d of the
w
whole
length. The
T last, Two
o-Step Matching: Low-Freequency
Prre-filtering, aims
a
at minim
mizing the nu
umber of elem
ment-toellement compaarisons betweeen vectors wh
hile at the sam
me time
gu
uaranteeing a small num
mber of falsee dismissals and a
prrecision comp
parable to that of the first scheme.
A. Differencee Matrix
The retrievall system is eithher supplied with
w an unseg
gmented
im
mage, in whicch case a fuzzzy Segmentatiion Frameworrk such
ass Fuzzy Conn
nectedness is applied
a
[1], orr directly provided a
m
manual
or computer generated segmentation.
s
. The
co
orresponding Motion Desccriptor for th
he query objeect q is
caalculated, which is used as
a a query feature
f
vectorr
for
reetrieval in a database stru
uctured as described
d
abo
ove. By
m
means
of an appropriate distance
d
meaasure e.g. Eu
uclidean
D
Distance,
a diffference matrixx with all distances between
n query
veector v and feature
fe
vectorss
in database is built, and
a the
seegmentation im
mages correspponding to thee minimum diistances
caalculated are th
he retrieved reesults.
| |
Considering the query vector
v
of size
s
, and N
nu
umber of imag
ges in the dataabase, the disttances between
n and
feeature vector
are calculaated as:
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val example (a)) the query imag
ge is a (hard) biinary
Fig. 4 A retriev
seg
gmentation and
d is the first retrrieved result witth d v, D
0 (b), (h)
gaussian blurreed versions of im
mages a) and f)) (f), (i) other (h
hard)
bbinary segmentaations by field specialists
s
(c), (d),
( (e), (g), (i) fuzzy
segmeentations of anyy combination of
o a), f), i).

Although efffective, the abbove case is considered
c
as naïve,
as it calculates all distances between queery vector and
a all
vectors in database,
d
and for each elem
ment in the vectors,
v
whhere | | | |
.
B. Low Frequ
uency-Matchinng
High or even the same preccision in retrieeval can be acchieved
byy only keeping
g a small numbber of the featture vector eleements
an
nd performing
g the differennce matrix calculations
c
u
using
a
tru
uncated versio
on of the origginal vectors. Utilizing a sttrategy
sim
milar to [14],, the first few
w (4-5) elem
ments of the feature
descriptor are kept, whichh roughly co
orresponds to
o only
keeping the eleements of thhe Motion Descriptor calcculated
f
in
n the 2-D Speectrum.
usiing extremelyy low spatial frequencies
Th
he above is possible
p
due tto the fact th
hat our data have
h
a
skeewed energy spectrum of thhe form
. This impliies that
thee first few coeefficients conttain most of th
he energy [14], [16],
thu
us providing good
g
estimatioons of the actu
ual distance beetween
thee two sequencces.
Due to the fact of the ‘truncaation’ causin
ng an
unnderestimation
n of the disttance betweeen the two feature
vectors, the pressence of falsee alarms in thee retrieved ressults is
mall the numb
ber of
exppected [14]. Depending on how sm
eleements used is, a few false dismissalss are also exp
pected.
Ex
xperimental results
r
also demonstrate that the ord
der of
rettrieval is also affected, as ccompared to the
t case of usiing the
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whole feature vector for calculations.
The query vector
of size | |
, and the number of
images N in the database are considered again. The distances
between and feature vector
are now calculated as:

,

,

,
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The “Low-Frequency Matching” method significantly
improves on the number of comparisons computed, providing
robust results that are considerably similar to that of Section
III A.
C. Two-Step Matching: Low-Frequency Pre-filtering
The advantages of both matching methods can be combined
in a way in which we can enjoy the benefits of a reduced
comparison cost, in conjunction with the increased precision
and retrieval order of the first method, as shown in Fig. 5.
According to the combined version, a pre-filtering retrieval
scheme is used which employs the “Low-Frequency
Matching” method as a first step to quickly filter out nonmatching feature vectors. The robustness of the method within
a finite number X e.g. 50-60 of the first retrieved results
guarantees that an extremely high number of similar
segmentations will be supplied to the second step of retrieval,
in which all of the elements of the feature vector are used.
This results in a time-saving, two-step retrieval scheme which
can safely substitute the “Difference Matrix” method, at the
same time retaining an extremely high or exact order of
retrieval and keeping the number of false alarms and
dismissals to minimum or even zero, depending on the number
of elements used in the first step.

Fig. 5 Two-Step Matching Scheme

The number of N elements used in first-step should be
enough to guarantee sufficient successful retrievals within the
first X retrieved results. It is thus a point of interest that the
statistics of the first step indirectly influence both the precision
and the number of false dismissals of the second step.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental results regarding all three proposed methods
are presented here. The “Segmentation Evaluation Database”
of Weizmann Institute of Science1 has been used for

evaluation purposes and in order to quantify the accuracy of
the retrieved results. The database was initially compiled by
asking human subjects to manually segment gray scale
images, with each image being segmented by three different
human subjects.
A secondary database extracted from data from MRI
depictions of the Corpus Callosum brain fiber [17] has also
been used in evaluating the methods.
A. Datasets
The first dataset of the “Segmentation Evaluation Database”
contains a large number of binary segmentations, which, for
our experimental purposes, had to be extended to also include
fuzzy segmentations. On top of the already existing 3 binary
segmentations per class, 4 more where added by all possible
combinations of the existing ones. Furthermore, we obtain
another 6 blurry segmentations by applying intense or light
Gaussian blurring on the first 3 images, and 3 additional ones
by applying texturing on their light Gaussian blurred version.
In total, 95 classes of 16 segmentations per class were
employed to apply the three suggested methods.
The second dataset, labeled “Corpus Callosum” [17],
contains 19 segmentations depicting the colossal commissure,
a wide flatbundle of neural fibers beneath the cortex in the
eutherian brain at the longitudinal fissure, in patients suffering
from “Chromosome 22 Deletion Syndrome” [15]. An extra 11
control (healthy) segmentations are provided. The dataset is
therefore grouped into two uneven classes, which are then
expanded in a similar manner as with the first dataset, to
include blurry versions of the manual segmentations. In total,
this dataset contains 120 segmentations, out of which 76
belong to the first class and 44 to the second one.
Prior to the construction of the Motion Descriptor(s), an
extra pre-processing step may be required: images in which
the black background greatly outscales the depicted object
may need to be resized to match the rest of the database.
Calculations are best favored by using images with same size
and a similar background-to-object ratio, in which the object is
large enough to guarantee sufficient high-frequency content.
However, since the first few coefficients largely outweigh the
significance of the last, we expect the method to be robust in
case of a loss of quality in the high-frequency component of
an image.
B. Results
Experimental results on both the original and extended
forms of the dataset demonstrated that Motion Descriptors can
be used as an effective similarity measure.
To evaluate the proposed methods, Recall and Precision
were used. Precision is the fraction of retrieved instances that
are relevant to the query, whereas recall is the fraction of
relevant instances that are retrieved. A retrieval is considered a
“hit” if the retrieved result belongs to the same class as the
query object selected. Extra-class similarity, although evident
in some cases, is not taken into consideration when calculating
the above metrics.

1
Weizmann Institute of Science – Segmentation evaluation database:
http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/~vision/Seg_Evaluation_DB/
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TABLE I (A)
RECALL RESULTS
Number of Retrievals
Order

Measure

16

20

25

30

40

50

60

Recall

98.82%

98.88%

98.88%

99.01%

99.47%

99.80%

100%

Av. Time

0.0141 s

0.0168 s

0.0146 s

0.0160 s

0.0168 s

0.0164 s

0.0159 s

Recall

96.91%

97.43%

98.55%

99.14%

99.47%

99.67%

99.74%

Av. Time

0.0152 s

0.0146 s

0.0155 s

0.0155 s

0.0145 s

0.0145 s

0.0153 s

Recall

97.17%

98.03%

98.75%

99.08%

99.28%

99.54%

99.61%

Av. Time

0.0167 s

0.0144 s

0.0143 s

0.0157 s

0.0149 s

0.0144 s

0.0144 s

Recall

90.86%

92.83%

94.47%

96.32%

98.03%

98.75%

99.21%

Av. Time
0.0197 s
0.0142 s
0.0143 s
0.0143 s
0.0148 s
0.0161 s
Recall results for Motion Descriptors of an increasing Order from Weizmann Institute “Segmentation Evaluation” Database

0.0152 s

α=1
α=2
α=3
α=4
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TABLE I (B)
RECALL RESULTS
Number of Retrievals
Order

Measure

α=1
α=2
α=3
α=4

80

90

100

110

120

Recall

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Av. Time

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

Recall

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Av. Time

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

Recall

89,47%

89,47%

89,47%

93,42%

100%

Av. Time

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

2,859 * 10-11 s

Recall

94,73%

94,73%

94,73%

Av. Time
2,852 * 10-11 s
2,851 * 10-11 s
2,853 * 10-11 s
Recall results for Motion Descriptors of an increasing Order from “Corpus Callosum” Database

In Table I, we first present the Recall statistics of the first
method, that is, the number of “hits” – objects belonging to the
same class – within the first 16, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 or 60 results
for the first database, or within the first 80, 90, 100, 110 or
120 (all) results for the second database. The results presented
were calculated for Motion Descriptors altering the values of
parameter α.
The results of Table I provide solid ground in further

94,73%

100%

2,854 * 10-11 s

2,853 * 10-11 s

improving on the results of the first method. A large number
of experiments has been conducted using Descriptors of
different orders, in order to validate the usefulness of the
conclusions drawn on the second method of Low-Frequency
Matching. In Tables II and III we provide results for the
second method, when using only a finite number of the very
first elements for the calculation of distances between feature
vectors.

TABLE II (A)
RECALL RESULTS
Number of Retrieved Results
#Elements used

16

20

25

30

40

50

60

1

81.38%

85.20%

88.36%

90.99%

93.68%

94.80%

95.59%

2

93.55%

94.61%

95.92%

97.04%

97.96%

98.42%

98.42%

6

98.62%

98.68%

98.68%

99.01%

99.34%

99.93%

100%

7

98.55%

98.68%

98.75%

99.01%

99.28%

99.87%

100%

10

98.62%

98.88%

98.88%

99.01%

99.47%

99.80%

100%

15
98.82%
98.88%
98.88%
99.01%
99.47%
99.80%
100%
Recall results for Motion Descriptors of 1st Order from Weizmann Institute “Segmentation Evaluation” Database, using only a limited number of elements as
in Low Frequency-Matching method.
TABLE II (B)
RECALL RESULTS
Number of Retrieved Results
#Elements used

76

80

90

100

110

120

1

96.05%

96.05%

96.05%

96.05%

96.05%

100.00%

7

98.68%

98.68%

98.68%

98.68%

98.68%

100.00%

12
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
Recall results for Motion Descriptors of 1st Order from “Corpus Callosum” Database, using only a limited number of elements as in Low FrequencyMatching method.
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The above results of Table II concern the use of Motion
Descriptors of 1st Order. Motion Descriptors of higher order,
although presenting statistics that are less precise, demonstrate
similar results in terms of 50-60 retrieved objects for the first
database. Further experiments using a higher number of
elements in the first step were also conducted, without
however providing any improvement in the recall or precision
metrics achieved by using only 10-15 elements (as shown in
Table II). The above indicates that by keeping only the first X
retrievals using only the first few elements we can safely
proceed towards a second step that uses the full length of the
descriptor and is specifically geared towards eliminating false

dismissals.
Due to the uneven sizes of elements per class, the
dissimilarity between the two classes and the high level of
efficiency of the Low-Frequency Matching method as a first
step, results regarding the “Corpus Callosum” database for the
case of the Low-Frequency Prefiltering Two-Step Scheme do
not provide an example of the improvement offered by the
second step and are therefore not presented in this paper. For
the “Segmentation Evaluation” Database, the above scheme
provides results that are either extremely similar or exactly the
same with the first method, while at the same time reducing
the number of element-to-element comparisons drastically.
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TABLE III
PRECISION RESULTS
Number of elements Λ, Λ < L, used in 1st step
Order
α=1
α=2
α=3
α=4

1

3

4

7

15

20

Recall

94.80%

98.28%

98.81%

98.81%

98.81%

98.81%

Av. Time

0.1139 * 10-3s

0.1140 * 10-3 s

0.1155 * 10-3 s

0.1146 * 10-3 s

0.1145 * 10-3 s

0.1183 * 10-3 s

Recall

94.73%

96.90%

96.90%

96.90%

96.90%

96.90%

Av. Time

0.1189 * 10-3 s

0.1236 * 10-3 s

0.1233 * 10-3 s

0.1213 * 10-3 s

0.1385 * 10-3 s

0.1304 * 10-3 s

Recall

94.27%

97.17%

97.17%

97.17%

97.17%

97.17%

Av. Time

0.1172 * 10-3 s

0.1223 * 10-3 s

0.1224 * 10-3 s

0.1199 * 10-3 s

0.1207 * 10-3 s

0.1217 * 10-3 s

Recall

93.68%

90.85%

90.85%

90.85%

90.85%

90.85%

Av. Time

0.1212 * 10-3 s

0.1208 * 10-3 s

0.1199 * 10-3 s

0.1214 * 10-3 s

0.1199 * 10-3 s

0.1261 * 10-3 s

Precision results for Motion Descriptors of different Orders using Low-Frequency Prefiltering Two-Step Scheme method for the Weizmann Institute
“Segmentation Evaluation” Database.

V. CONCLUSION
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images of M x M size in database and
1 is the size of
each descriptor. The second elaborates on properties inherent
to the 2-D spectrum, providing a similarity measure that is fast
and effective while at the same time keeping the introduction
of false dismissals or inaccuracies to a minimum. The method
1 is the number of
performs N x Λ comparisons where Λ <
low-frequency elements kept. The third alternative makes use
of a two-step pre-filtering scheme, which quickly filters out
irrelevant segmentations using minimum calculations, leaving
the second step to operate on a significantly smaller number of
input vectors. The third method performs: N x Λ in the first
1 in the second step, where X < N,
step and another X x
therefore providing a significant improvement in calculation
speed. Preliminary experimental results demonstrate the
improved speed and efficiency of a method that operates on
both boundary and interior of the segmented object.
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